Enjoy the freedom with High Quality Limited Sliders

SINCE 2012

EXPLORE THE CITY BY CYCLING, ENJOY THE FREEDOM

The Sliders: the first of its kind

Product Overview 2016

Since 2012
Sliders: the first of its kind

Sliders combines the concepts of kick scooter and folding bicycle to inspire a ride uniquely suited to the stop-and-go's of urban environments.

Unique Frame Design

The essence of The Sliders is mobility, style, and convenience. Its open frame is specially designed to accommodate dresses and skirts. It can be smoothly mounted and dismounted, kicked or pedaled. When not riding, it can be quickly folded up for easy transport or tucked away for storage.

Whole New Experience

Want a pace faster than walking, yet more leisurely than a bicycle? As you slide around in fashion, you stand at ease while taking in your surrounding’s spontaneous happenings and aesthetic details.

Easy to Go

Compact your Slider takes just one quick click to pull open two hinges and its ready to be folded and readily grasped.

Open with holding onto the grip and slide. Folding process can reduce the storage volume by half. Now you can easily take it on the train, in a taxi, or into the office.

Suitable for all Outfits

With its low cross frame and small wheel diameter, the Slider is ideal for ladies who want to rock both skirts and bikes. Without worries of straddling while riding and sliding, you can put on that chic skirt or dress and hit the road!

Sliders Lite

Lighter and faster, Lite provide 6 speeds of shifting and sportive saddle. It’s a dream for your daily riding.

Metro Sliders Deluxe

Feature great quality design details. With our designed folding process, it’s only need 2 secs to fold. Elegance with it’s great style.

The hand-crafted leather seat cushion and grip bring you the ultimate tactility

Metro Sliders Deluxe

1/ 1-speed Maintenance Free transmission
2/ Hand-Made Leather Spring Saddle and Grip
3/ LED Lights Included
4/ Hand-Made Leather Bag Included
5/ PVC folding Stem
6/ Leather Aluminum Chain Cover
7/ Vintage City Tires with wide 20" Rim
8/ Limited Hand-Made

Carbon Steel Folding Frame with skate platform
9/ Tektro F&R 90mm V Brake
10/ Color-Black & White & Santa Red Special
11/ Folding Size: 28.3" x 29.1" x 10.2" (72x74x26cm)
12/ Maximum Weight Limit: 242 lbs (110 kg)

Sliders Lite

1/ 6-Speed Shimano transmission
2/ Comfortable Foam Saddle and Grip
3/ Leather Aluminum Chain Cover
4/ Adjustable folding Stem
5/ Vintage City Tires with wide 20" Rim
6/ Carbon Steel Folding Frame with
7/ F&R V Brake
8/ Color-Black & White
9/ Weight: 22.88 (10.5kg)
10/ Folding Size: 28.3" x 29.1" x 11" (72x74x28cm)
11/ Maximum Weight Limit: 242 lbs

SLIDERS ACCESSORIES
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Tri-tool

Folding tri-tool provide basic maintance in daily using.

Quick release basket

QR Basket is designed to be easily take off with out tools, and after folding Sliders, the basket will still suit on it. You can roll it to some crowded place.

F&R LED LIGHTS

Safe sliding at night with retro styling and bright front and rear LED lights

Secure sliding at night with retro styling and bright front and rear LED lights

Mirror ding-dong bell

metal and polished, you will need more sound in your city traffic

Quick release basket

Easily put your sliders in bag to travel with you all around the world.

7 pcs rainbow tool

More easy to understand which size of tool you will need by define the colors.

Quick release basket

Safe sliding at night with retro styling and bright front and rear LED lights

7 pcs rainbow tool

More easy to understand which size of tool you will need by define the colors.

Folding tri-tool provide basic maintance in daily using.

Quick release basket

Easily put your sliders in bag to travel with you all around the world.

7 pcs rainbow tool

More easy to understand which size of tool you will need by define the colors.